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ELUSIVE
FISHER
New Hampshire’s misunderstood mustelid gets a bad rap

by Allison Keating

T

he first time Fish and Game Furbearer

are the second largest weasel found in New Hampshire.

Biologist Patrick Tate saw a fisher was from

Only the river otter is larger.

his tree stand while deer hunting. “I spotted

As for those bone-chilling shrieks coming from the

a fisher chasing a squirrel around a tree,” Tate recalls.

woods late at night? Those are more likely being made

“It was amazing how fast they both were, and how agile

by a fox. According to Tate, red and gray fox both make

the fisher was, winding around the tree and through the

a variety of vocalizations including barks, chirps, whines

branches. But the squirrel still got away.”

and shrieks. Fishers can make low growls, hisses, snarls,

Fishers are effective at hunting in the forest canopy,

grunts and a crooning sound. They typically don’t vocalize

aided by sharp, curved and semi-retractable claws.

much, though. They rely more on other forms of communi-

These solitary animals prey primarily on gray squirrels,

cation. For example, scent glands (anal glands and glands

chipmunks and other small mammals – not so much

on the pads of their feet) are used for scent marking, such

on domestic house cats, an exaggeration promoted by

as urinating on stumps and mounds of snow.

popular lore. Tate has received a few eye-witness reports
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fascinates

of fisher taking domestic cats, but many other predators

hunters, trappers, conservationists, naturalists and wild-

are just as likely to prey on pets. The culprit could well

life watchers alike. These secretive predators are rarely

be a bobcat, coyote or fox, but it is often the fisher (or

observed in the wild, adding to their mystery. They have

coyote) that gets the blame.

highly developed hearing and their natural behavior is to

Another misconception is the misnomer “fisher cats.”

hide if they hear someone, or something, approaching.

Despite popular usage, (including a certain minor league

They dash under logs or climb nimbly to hide in the tree

baseball team in New Hampshire), they are not felines,

canopy. Which makes me wonder just how many fishers I

but mustelids, or members of the weasel family. Fishers

have walked by during my travels in the woods!
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Predator on the Move

The stride and size of
fisher tracks are extremely
variable, depending on snow
conditions and their gait.
around and circle trees.
Unlike four-toed dogs and
cats, fishers have five toes
and typically leave claw

Life in the Forest
Fishers have a short, muscular, triangular face, topped by wide,
rounded ears. Their long, slender bodies average 32 to 40 inches.
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imprints in their tracks.
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Tracks often will meander

I did see a fisher last spring. It darted across the road in front of me
one afternoon on my way home from work. At first, I thought it rather
odd to see a fisher at that particular location, which was bordered by
large hayfields on both sides. Then, I quickly realized what a smart
predator he (or she) was, because there was an abundance of turkey
poults hiding among the tall grass every day. Even though it was a
fleeting observation from my car, it was still a unique and thrilling
experience to observe a fisher in its natural environment.
Fishers are active animals with a high metabolic rate, storing very
little fat. They are omnivorous, so their diet can be diverse, changing
with the local abundance and availability of preferred prey. In addition to rodents and rabbits (and the occasional turkey poult!), they
eat insects, fruits, fungi and carrion. Another myth-buster: In spite
of their name, they do not eat fish.
Fishers are one of the few animals that prey upon porcupines.
The agile fisher attacks the porcupine’s head, face and neck, which
have no quills, then flips the bristly animal over to eat it. (And while
we are myth-busting, porcupines cannot “throw” their quills.)
The fisher’s meandering tracks can sometimes be observed
in the winter, easily spotted on snow cover. Deep snow can limit
their mobility, but they are active throughout the year, mostly at
night, sunrise and sunset. Hunting forays may take them up to
60 miles in search of food. Fishers regularly travel over 10 to 20
square miles.
Although fishers are common and widespread in New
Hampshire, they are elusive animals. Colleagues here in Concord
out for a woodsy walk heard a rustling coming from the leaves and
to their surprise (and delight), a fisher appeared amongst the ferns
and shrubs. Considering the plethora of gray squirrels, chipmunks
and songbirds along that pathway, it makes sense that a fisher would
be there, but it was an unexpected sighting in this urban setting.

At approximately four months old, young fishers, or kits, are able to
/ February
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hunt14for themselves. At fiveJanuary
months,
they
will venture out on their own.

About a third of that length is tail, an adaptation that aids balance
and climbing. Males are nearly twice the size of females. Their fur
is thick and can range from chocolate or gray-brown to brown-black
and may have white patches underneath, white-tipped hairs on older
individuals, or gold and silver variations of longer guard-hairs. If
spotted at night, fishers’ horizontal oval pupils will produce a bright
green eye-shine.
Fishers are found in areas of mature softwood, mixed hardwoodsoftwood, and forested wetlands. The structural diversity of the
forest is more important than the particular tree species. Fishers use
hollow trees and logs, rocky outcroppings, old porcupine dens, root
masses and brush piles as den sites and hunting areas. They tear
apart decaying snags in search of prey. During cold spells, they seek
shelter in these temporary dens or under the snow.
Both male and female fishers reach sexual maturity by one year,
breeding from March through late May. Females give birth to up to
six kits between February and May of the following year. Fisher kits
are immobile until about three weeks of age, completely dependent
on maternal care. They are born weighing roughly 1.75 ounces, with
their eyes and ears closed. In six to eight weeks, the kits open their
eyes. At five months, fisher kits disperse to find a territory of their
own. Young fishers grow fast, reaching adult body length within six
months, though weight gain continues for several years. Fishers can
live up to ten years in the wild.

than other parts of the state. The southwest, central and White
Mountain regions – areas of highest bobcat observations and most
mature forest – showed declines in fisher numbers before other
parts of the state.
In 2016, Fish and Game reduced the statewide fisher bag limit
from ten to five animals per season, and some regional bag limits
changed to three. “This was a direct result of the decrease in catchper-unit effort of fisher reported by trappers,” says Tate. In New
Hampshire, trappers harvesting fishers must not only report them,
but the furs must be “sealed” (have an official seal affixed) by a
Conservation Officer, and individuals must report the number of
nights that traps were set.
According to Tate, catch-per-unit-effort is an indicator of fisher
density on the landscape. In general, more trapping effort results
in more fishers trapped. “When the effort stays consistent, but the
number of fishers trapped decreases, it suggests that there are fewer
fishers on the landscape,” says Tate.

Outlook for Fishers
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So how are New Hampshire’s fishers doing? Like all wildlife
species, fisher populations fluctuate over time. The rise or fall of
fisher populations can be directly related to a variety of natural
factors, such as changes in local predator/prey populations, weather
patterns or diseases like distemper. Some suggest population fluctuations may also be related to human influences, including harvest,
habitat changes, and natural forest maturation.
Interestingly, both the southeast corner of New Hampshire (the
most developed) and Coos County (with the most heavily managed
forest) had a lower rate of fisher decline over the last ten years

Fishers are equipped with sharp claws that are used for defense

Fishers thrive in structurally diverse forests. They use their powerful

as well as foraging for food.
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claws to tear into snags in January
search
of prey.
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Why there may be fewer fishers in New Hampshire now than
there were five, ten or even fifteen years ago is not known for
certain, but there are many possible factors. Natural population
dynamics could be at work – the fact that all wild populations
fluctuate over time. Environment, climate or habitat could be
influencing fisher numbers. Or, the change could be related to
competition with other species through predation.
“Historically, the central and southwestern part of the state have
had higher fisher productivity than other areas,” says Tate. “These
are the same areas where the bobcat population has rebounded
substantially over the past fifteen years. Bobcat and fisher are
known to prey upon each other, and it has been reported that
when fisher numbers are down, bobcat numbers will be up.” Tate
cites the example of work done in Minnesota that showed fisher
numbers decreasing as bobcat numbers increased in areas known
as core bobcat range.
There is some good news for fishers. The 2015-2016 fisher
index shows an increasing fisher population in portions of the
state, indicating a possible reversal of the recent downward trend.
However, determining a trend takes multiple years of data, given
the complex variables influencing wildlife populations.
Whether fisher, fox, beaver or bobcat, N.H. Fish and Game
works to conserve, manage and protect populations of all
furbearers, and the habitats they need for survival, today and into
the future. Science-based management, and a productive partnership with the state’s skilled licensed trappers, is essential for their
long-term health, balance and sustainability.

NATIVE AMERICAN LORE

Y

ou can see a fisher in the night sky, but today it is more
commonly known as The Big Dipper. Some Native American
tribes still refer to it as The Great Fisher, who every winter is
struck by an arrow and falls over on his back, but every summer
rolls onto his feet and brings warm weather back to earth.

Wildlife Biologist Allison Keating serves as a federal aid program
specialist at the N.H. Fish and Game Department.

BOOM TO BUST – AND BACK
Fisher Trapping in New Hampshire
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During colonial times, fishers were abundant and trapped throughout New
Hampshire. As land was cleared for farms and timber into the early 1800s,
both prey and habitat for fishers became scarcer. Unregulated trapping put
additional pressure on the population. These combined factors resulted in
reduced numbers of fishers in New Hampshire by the mid-1800s.
After the Civil War through 1934, the first legal regulations restricting
fisher take were put in place. These game laws protected fishers by closing
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the harvest season for about six months each year. Despite this reduction in
harvest, fishers were scarcely found in the state by the 1930s, according to
Helenette Silver’s History of New Hampshire Game and Furbearers. In 1934,
the harvest season for fishers was closed entirely, amid speculation that New
Hampshire’s fisher population had vanished.
Yet reports of the species continued existence persisted. A U.S. Forest
Ranger reported plentiful fisher numbers in the Waterville Valley area in 1937.
Fishers were observed on Kearsarge Mountain in Merrimack County in 1951.
Could fisher populations be rebounding?
Indeed they were. By the mid-1950s, fishers were considered abundant
in New Hampshire. Regulated harvest seasons were underway. A change of
thinking was afoot regarding furbearing animals, which were becoming recognized for their role in the environment and interactions with other wildlife.
Since that time, through scientific management and regulations, biologists
have monitored fisher population levels and adjusted harvest seasons accordingly to maintain a healthy, self-sustaining population throughout the state.

